
 

 

Managing Registra�on Error Messages in MyBU Student 
 

• Schedule Builder – Units Exceeded  
o You are trying to build a schedule with too many units per semester.  

 You can s�ll preview a schedule with more units but cannot enroll in more than the approved 
unit level. Either click Con�nue or go back and reduce the number of units in your search.  

 

 

• Schedule Builder – Enrollment Not Allowed 
o You are trying to build a schedule with classes outside your career – for example, building a schedule 

with graduate classes as an undergraduate student.  
 You can s�ll preview a schedule with these classes but cannot enroll. Either click Con�nue or go 

back and remove those classes from your schedule.  



 

• Schedule Builder – Mul�ple Valida�on Issues 
o You are trying to build a schedule with mul�ple errors – exceeded the allowed unit level and classes 

outside your career of study.  
 You may preview a schedule with these classes but cannot enroll. Either click con�nue or adjust 

the number of units or classes in your schedule before con�nuing.  
 

 

 

• Schedule Builder – Time Conflicts 



o You are trying to build a schedule with classes that are scheduled at the same �me. 
 You can click Con�nue to view the conflic�ng classes on the calendar before deciding which class 

you prefer or you can go back and remove one class from the group before proceeding to the 
Schedule Builder.  

 

 

 
 
 

• Schedule Builder – More Than 10 Op�ons 
o Classes put into Schedule Builder produce more than 10 op�ons to compare. Schedule Builder will only 

show the first 10 op�ons.  
 You can reduce the number of sec�ons to consider on the previous screen. 

 

 

• Shopping Cart – Failed Valida�on  
o You are trying to enroll in classes requiring department consent. These classes could require a 

permission code from your advisor, or they have seats reserved for students from that major.  
o Your school/college will communicate with you if you need permission from your advisor to register for 

classes. 



 

• Holds 
o You are trying to build a schedule or enroll in a class with a Hold on your account 

 Navigate to the Holds page to review the holds on your account. You must resolve the Hold with 
the respec�ve department. Refer to the Compliance FAQs help ar�cle for more informa�on.  

 

https://student.bu.edu/MyBU/s/article/Compliance-FAQs
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